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ABSTRACT

The novel takes place during the federalist revolt of 1793, during the French Revolution.
It involves murder, witches, and female friendships and romantic relationships.
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CHARLOTTE THE ASSASSIN

Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
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youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
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Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
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Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
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“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
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“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
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could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
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the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
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staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
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even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
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She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
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hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
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‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
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pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
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“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
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at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
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“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
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Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
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disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
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Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
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doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
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showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
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perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
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you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
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youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
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Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
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Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
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“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
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“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
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could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
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the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
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staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
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even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
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She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
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hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
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‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
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pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
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“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
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at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
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“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
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Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
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disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
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Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
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doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
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showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
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perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
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you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
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youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
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Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
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Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
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“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
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“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
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could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
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the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
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staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
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even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
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She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
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hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
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‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
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pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
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“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
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at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
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“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
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Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
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disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
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Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
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doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
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showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
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perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
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you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
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youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
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Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
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Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
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“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
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“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
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could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
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the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
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staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
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even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
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She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
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hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
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‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
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pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
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“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
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at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
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“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
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Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
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disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
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Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
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doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
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showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
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perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
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you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
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youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
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Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
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Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
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“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
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“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
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could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
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the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
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staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
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even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
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She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
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hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
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‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
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pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
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“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
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at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
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“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
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Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
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disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
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Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
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doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
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showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
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perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
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you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
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youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
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Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
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Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
“What is that?” Aline takes one of the papers and glances at it cursorily, then more
closely. Juliette’s heart starts to hammer. Aline’s voice darkens. “What is this?”
“I w-went to the library in the monastery. I copied that out of one of the books. It says
that witches ought to forge their talismans by the age of five, or else there might be
‘complications’.” Juliette doesn’t know what complications means. All she knows is that her
mother is a witch, and her older sister is a witch, and she, Juliette, is supposed to be a witch too.
She knows this in her bone marrow, knows it by the fire and the water in the well. Sometimes,
watching the edges of a rose petal or feeling the wind on her chapped cheekbones feels like
staring at the word complications written in a Gothic hand in a leather-bound, gilt-edged book.
There’s something there, something important, and it would change everything if only Juliette
could access it. “I’m seven already,” Juliette goes on, “so we ought to do it soon.” At the look on
her mother’s face, she wilts. “Right?”
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“You didn’t copy this,” Aline says.
Juliette wilts further. “Well, the monk helped me, but –”
Aline hurls the pages into the fire. Juliette cries out, instinctively, and then presses her
knuckles into her lips, hoping her mother didn’t hear her over the crackling flames. “What did
you tell him?”
“I didn’t tell him anything. I just told him what kind of books I wanted to see and he
showed me where in the books to look and helped me copy the right pages. I didn’t… I thought
–”
Juliette Meunier, seven years old, sucks in her courage and creeps into the single blazing
hot room of her family’s wattle-and-daub hut.
Her mother is baking bread in a clay pot over the hearth. She’s drawn a half-pentacle in
the dirt and ash round the hearth. For a moment Juliette just stands there in the doorway, gazing
at her mother and the unfurnished filthy room, trying to muster the courage to speak. Once they
had some wood furniture, but it’s all been sold. All that’s left in the room are the hearth, a few
pots and wooden utensils, a box containing a brush and a bit of soap, and – right now – Aline
Meunier, who is thin, crouched, hooklike, with her daughters’ high cheekbones and pale yellow
hair. And the pot… That’s one loaf. One single loaf for the four of them, out of the single cupful
of rye Juliette’s father obtained today from who-knows-where. Juliette’s stomach is too empty
even to growl, and the yawning maw in her widens with despair at the knowledge that she’ll get
only the most meager slice, since, by her father’s logic, the youngest family member must have
the smallest stomach. But she forces herself to disregard this. Today there is something she wants
more than bread.
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“What is it, Rose?” says Aline. Then she half-turns and sees it’s only Juliette. “Oh. What
do you want?”
Juliette clutches the sheaf of papers in her hand. “I want to make my talisman.”
“Not this again.” Back to the fire. It shrunk a little when Aline shifted her focus to her
youngest daughter, and she struggles visibly to build it back up. “I’ve told you. I will forge you
your talisman when you’ve learned to behave. Go make yourself useful. Wash that filthy dress,
perhaps.” Never mind that if Juliette wants to wash it she’ll have to take it off.
“I’m supposed to have it now,” says Juliette. She starts to shuffle forward, catches herself
doing it, and tries to shift her gait into a confident stride with her head held high. Unfortunately
Juliette’s never done anything confidently in her life, and based on her mother’s continued
disinterest she suspects she isn’t very successful. She thrusts the papers over the pentacle edge, at
her mother. Their edges singe red and start to curl. “See?”
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